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Abstract—Software-Defined Network (SDN) technology provides the possibility to turn the network infrastructure into a
dynamic programmable fabric capable of meeting the application
needs in real-time. Thanks to the independence of the control
plane from the data plane, the control entity, generally called
as controller, has also the flexibility to implement proprietary
complex algorithms. Within such a dynamic and complex environment, this document advocates for applying formal verification methods and more precisely composition model checking to
ensure the correct behavior of the overall SDN system at design
phase. To illustrate this purpose, it proposes to build different
comprehensive formal models of a typical SDN platform selected
here as a study object. Thorough performance results related to
each model are provided and discussed. Thanks to such formal
verifications, it is possible to pinpoint issues such as the one
regarding network isolation within a complex SDN architecture.
Although dealing with formal methods, this document attempts to
strike a balance between theory, experimental work and network
architecture discussion.
Index Terms—SDN, slice, compositional checking, verification,
isolation, safety

I. I NTRODUCTION
The flexibility of Software-Defined network (SDN) together
with the implementation of new complex network algorithms
raises new challenges in term of validation and verification.
Formal verification methods which are capable of exhaustively
checking the behaviors of a given system have been applied
in the setting of SDNs (see Section II). We also advocate
for applying formal verification methods to ensure the correct
behavior of an SDN platform especially during the design
phase. More precisely, we demonstrate that compositional
model checking is well-adapted to model and verify SDN
architectures with all their different layers or planes, namely
the data plane, the control plane and the management plane.
For this purpose, we propose to build complete models of
a typical SDN architecture taken here as a study object.
Compositional modeling allows for designing and verifying
each layer separately from others leading to a more modular
and more scalable verification mechanism. Our contribution
is fourfold. First, we present a comprehensive formal model
of the SDN platform published in [1]. We model respectively
devices and their mobility, switches and the network topology
on the data plane, controllers on the control plane and managers on the management plane. We model communications
between components of the same planes (i.e. between devices
and switches) as well as those in different planes. Second,
we demonstrate that compositional reasoning is well-adapted

to model-check SDN by decomposing the overall complex
system verification into the sum of simpler verifications of
the different components. We perform both a vertical (e.g.
between planes) and a horizontal (e.g. between devices and
switches) decomposition during model checking. Note that our
approach consists in model checking the system model offline,
that is, exhaustively checking all possible behaviors of the
model before deployment. Third, we show that it is possible
to verify complex scenarios such as to discover a network
slice isolation violation. Finally, we propose a method and
related architecture to avoid the issue previously discovered
and verify that such a method is valid. After going through
state-of-the-art in Section II, we describe the SDN platform
of [1] taken as a study object in Section III. In Section IV we
develop a complete formal model of the studied platform in
the form of automata. An implementation of such automata
is also proposed in Section V using a tool called Spin [2].
In the same section, we argue that compositional reasoning is
well appropriate for SDN and propose the application of such
reasoning to our previous formal model. Most of experimental
works are carried out in Section VI where we discuss on
performance of different verification methods according to
model sizes while assuming devices are not moving (i.e.
no mobility condition). The model with device mobility in
Section VII allows us to pinpoint a network slice isolation
issue. We finally propose a solution to correct the isolation
violation and formally verify that the solution is valid. Due to
page limitation, we provide with full model and methodology
descriptions at a public-access repository [3] and a long
version of the paper at [4].
II. R ELATED W ORK
The closest to our work is that of [5] which presents a
tool called Kuai. The latter applies optimizations based on
partial-order reduction to simplify models of SDN protocols,
and presents several model checking benchmarks to assess the
performance of its optimizations. The tool translates formal
models given in the Murphi input format and uses PReach [6]
for distributed model checking. One of its optimizations is
based on barriers which are used to ensure the order in which
switches implement SDN rules. We do not consider barriers in
our platform since our SDN rules are applied asynchronously.
Also, Kuai uses (0, ∞)-abstractions on packet queue contents
which consist in storing whether a given packet is absent (0)
or present an unknown number of times (∞). Since we present

an abstract model by focusing on particular packets, we do not
use this abstraction in our work. Our entire SDN platform is
an asynchronous distributed system where various components
are with finite number of FIFO queues. There is no priority
on queues while reading incoming messages. Instead, each
component reads messages by performing queue polling in a
round robin fashion. We can model the system mathematically
as a synchronous one by encoding state space along with
current queue message contents. With regards to experimental
tools, we have selected a tool called as SPIN (Simple Promela
INterpreter) which has the advantages of implementing inbuild partial order techniques. It spares modelers from having
to write specific codes to implement partial order techniques
while specifying the behaviors of the SDN platform. As per
our knowledges, the use of compositional reasoning for SDN
protocols is new - e.g. compared to [5]. Moreover, we consider
the SDN architecture with a management plane which renders
the system to be analyzed more comprehensive and more
complex.
Several other works consider the formal analysis of SDN
protocols. [7] provides a static analysis of header spaces
which detect inconsistencies in routing tables, but does not
consider more dynamic behaviors and complex issues due
to interleavings as it is done in [5] and in our work. A
similar approach was adopted in [8]. A modeling language
called FlowLog tailored for SDN protocols was given in [9]
in which the authors present model checking experiments with
the SPIN model checker [2] but no particular optimizations are
presented. In [10], model checking and symbolic execution are
combined in order to check OpenFlow applications for a given
number of packets. [11] presents data and network abstractions
applied on SDN models combined with a manual refinement
process based on non-interference lemmas.
In [12], the authors develop a framework where the system
is modeled using first-order logic, and user-provided inductive
invariants are checked to prove correctness. This allows one
to check the system for all network topologies, and for an
unbounded number exchanged packets.
The approach developed in [13] consists in checking the
effect of rule updates in real-time, without affecting the system
performance. This is complementary to offline verification approaches which analyze the system globally before execution.
In [14], reactive synthesis is used to automatically synthesize network update rules in response to network requests.
Other works consider the synthesis of update rules that makes
sure that the intermediate configurations during the update are
all admissible [15], [16], or compute correct network-wide
configurations [17].
Abstractions and other transformations that preserve the
properties of networks for rendering the verification more
efficient are presented in [18]. In this work, we are interested
to provide the methodology to use compositional reasoning
to verifiy SDN platform correctness. Properties selected for
verification are estimated by the authors as critical for a
good behavior of an SDN platform. Naturally, compositional
reasoning is a well-adapted verification analysis for SDN,

since SDN platforms consist in a clear separation between
control, management and data planes. In order to ensure that
the SDN platform satisfies global properties, it is sufficient to
verify that each plane satisfies specific local properties, which
makes the model checking procedure scalable with respect to
time and space complexity. This methodology also allows for
analysing and designing successively each individual component of whole complex system.
III. T HE SDN P LATFORM D ESCRIPTION
In this document, we build a formal and abstract model of
the SDN platform [1] which is taken here as a study object. We
think that this SDN platform has a representative architecture
to make our study as generic as possible.
A. Architecture Building Blocks
As most of SDN platforms, SDN platform [1] consists of
three layers, namely a management plane, a control plane and
a data plane. The management plane are formed of entities
called ’managers’. Each manager has the role of interfacing
with the user and of converting the user’s intents into high level
network policies. The control plane consists of entities called
’controllers’ which have the role of converting managers’
high level network policies into fine grain network rules
and of enforcing those rules onto the data plane. The data
plane consists of network elements embodied in the selected
platform as Open vSwitches (OVS) [19]. OVSes are opensource OpenFlow switches [20] controlled by SDN controllers.
The platform is made of several administrative domains with
each domain built up with one manager, one controller and
several switches (i.e. OVSes). A given switch can only be part
of one unique domain so that switches of all domains form
a partition of the overall data plane. In order to simplify the
controller algorithm in the forwarding of multicast/broadcast
messages, the data plane topology of each domain is loopfree (the LLDP and the spanning-tree mechanisms should be
added to the controller logics if non loop-free topologies are
considered. This is part of our next steps). In this document,
such a topology is a tree topology departing from a root switch.
The latter is the domain border switch. Root switches of all
domains are interconnected together in a full meshed topology
so that there is only one network hop between any pairs of root
switches. Figure 1 provides us with a schematic representation
of the SDN platform.
The data plane is also completed with devices. Each of
them can be connected to a switch port called as an Accessport via a network link called as an Access-link (thin green
links). Similarly, switches within a domain are connected
together via network links called as Intra-links (medium-size
green links) thanks to their Intra-ports. Root switches from
different domains are interconnected together via Inter-links
(thick green links) thanks to their Inter-ports.
B. The User’s Intent
The user’s intent consists in a set of predicates on device
characteristics or device capabilities [21]. This set of predicates or intent allows the user to select devices and gather

triggered thanks to knowledges coming from managers which
synchronize between them, VS predicate and device location.
In order to avoid forwarding loops during the leaking process,
controllers apply a simple algorithm known as the split horizon
algorithm. Within such an algorithm, a root switch never
forwards to other root switches a packet it has received from
another root switch. The split horizon algorithm does properly
ensure reachability between domain given that we have a full
mesh topology between root switches.
The work in this document is modeling the above device
discovery procedure through MAC learning at all planes.
D. Packet Forwarding

Fig. 1. SDN Platform Description

them into a private group called in the following sections
as Virtual Space or VS. Devices of the same VS are to be
connected together by controllers on the different domains
where these devices are detected (i.e. via the MAC learning
process). A VS is enforced by the control plane as a network
slice in the data plane. While enforcing OpenFlow rules,
controllers should make sure that a pair of devices which do
not belong to any common VS are not connected together.
This is defined as the network slice isolation property or
isolation property for short (i.e. data traffic isolation between
network slices) in this document. For the sake of simplicity,
the user’s intent will be presented in the rest of the document
as a nominative list of devices - e.g. {d1, d2, d3}. This is
done without losing the genericity of our discussions since the
present verification work is not focusing on the consistency
of the overall users’ intents but rather on the safety of the
underlying SDN mechanisms. Moreover, we do not present
details on how the controller which identifies a given device by
its MAC address, and the associated manager which identifies
the same device by its name, agree with each other on the
device identity, as per the limited size of the document. Please
refer to [1] for further information.
C. Device Discovery via MAC Learning
The controller implements the well-known MAC learning
mechanism as per [22]. Thanks to this mechanism, the controller can discover newly connected device (e.g. new MAC
address) and inform the associated manager. In return, it
receives from the manager high level network policies (derived
from users’ intents) regarding the new device.
Once the new device has been discovered by the domain
controller, the latter ’leaks’ multicast/broadcast packets from
the former to all neighbor domains where devices of the same
VS are located (and only to those domains). Such packets are
treated as MAC learning packets in such neighboring domains,
meaning that they are flooded within the aforementionned
domains except to their Access-ports. The leaking process is

A unicast packet with source MAC address ’S’ and destination MAC address ’D’ is forwarded if MAC addresses ’S’
and ’D’ are considered as part of the same VS (assuming the
right mapping between MAC addresses and device names as
discussed previously). Otherwise, the packet is dropped.
Concerning multicast (including broadcast) packets, the
controller derives a multicast tree for each source MAC
address ’S’ [23] based on the different VSes this MAC address
’S’ belongs to. In order to avoid network loops when forwarding multicast packets over Inter-links, each domain controller
implements the well-known split horizon algorithm taking into
account the full mesh nature of the Inter-links topology. The
split horizon algorithm simply consists in not forwarding to
other Inter-links a packet coming from an Inter-link.
Apart from multicast packet forwarding, all the data plane
including unicast forwarding and flooding mechanism which
is part of the MAC learning process is modelled during this
work. As it concerns the control plane and the management
plane, their essential behaviors are completely captured by the
models described in this document.
IV. AUTOMATA - BASED F ORMAL M ODELS
We formalize our model using finite automata. We start by
introducing the formalism, and then describe the formal model
of the SDN platform.
A. Preliminaries
Definition IV.1. Automaton: an automaton is a tuple of the
form (Q, qinit , Σ∪{τ }, ∆, L), where Q is the finite set of states,
qinit ∈ Q is the initial state, Σ = Σin ∪ Σout is the alphabet
and τ a distinguished symbol for internal transition, ∆ : Q ×
Σ ∪ {τ } → Q is the transition relation, and L : Q → 2AP is
a labeling function with AP a given set of atomic predicates.
A transition δ = (q, σ, q 0 ) ∈ ∆ will also be written as
σ
q −
→ q 0 if δ is clear from the context. Moreover, for better
readability, we will use σ! if σ ∈ Σout , and σ? if σ ∈ Σin .
This is only to help the reader; formally the label does not
contain the symbols ? and !.
Definition IV.2. Synchronized product of automata: given
i
automata Ai = (Qi , qinit
, Σi ∪ {τ }, ∆i , Li ) for i ∈ {1, . . . , n},
the synchronized product of Ai is defined as A = A1 k . . . k
1
n
An = (Πni=1 Qi , (qinit
, . . . , qinit
), Σ ∪ {τ }, ∆, L) where Σ =

∪ni=1 Σi , L : Πni=1 Qi → (2AP1 , .., 2APn ) s.t L(q1 , q2 , .., qn ) =
( L1 (q1 ), .., Ln (qn ) ), and ∆ is defined as follows. For all
states (q1 , . . . , qn ) ∈ Πni=1 Qi ,
0
i
i
0
• for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and qi ∈ Q such that ∆ (qi , τ, qi ),
0
((q1 , . . . , qi , . . . , qn ), τ, (q1 , . . . , qi , . . . , qn )) ∈ ∆,
0
i
• for all σ ∈ Σ, writing Iσ = {1 ≤ i ≤ n | ∃qi ∈ Q ,
σ
i
0
0
0
∆ (qi , σ, qi )}, (q1 , . . . , qn ) −
→ (q1 , . . . , qn ) if, and only
if for all i ∈ Iσ , ∆i (qi , σ, qi0 ), and for all i 6∈ Iσ , there
exists no qi0 such that ∆i (qi , σ, qi0 ).
B. Important Concepts
An instance of the platform is defined by providing the
topology for different planes. Recall that there is exactly one
manager associated to each controller. Each controller only
communicates with its own manager and the switches in its
domain. Managers are interconnected together via a complete
graph of communication.
Formally, consider a set of controllers Cont = {c1 , . . . , ck },
a set of managers Man = {man1 , . . . , mank } with the same
cardinal, and a set of switches Sw = Sw1 ∪ . . . ∪ Swk given as
a partition. Within the selected platform, the switches of Swi
belong to the domain i which is controlled by the controller ci .
The latter is itself managed by mani . We consider a set Dev of
devices which can connect to switches of different domains.
In each domain i, there is one designated switch called the
root switch, denoted by rooti ∈ Swi . The data plane topology
is a graph G = (Sw, E) such that the subgraph restricted to
each Swi is an undirected tree rooted at rooti , and the subgraph
induced by the set of roots {root1 , . . . , rootk } is a complete
graph.
In our studied platform, we distinguish so-called Accessports through which devices connect to switches. We also
have Intra-ports which are used to interconnect switches that
belong to the same domain, and Inter-ports which are used
to interconnect root switches of different domains. We also
define a finite set Pts which refer to the set of Access-ports
available at all switches.
Platform instance: an instance of the studied platform is
defined as a tuple (Man, Cont, Sw, G) where:
• Man = {man1 , . . . , mank },
• Cont = {c1 , . . . , ck },
k
S
• Sw =
Swi ,
i=1

G = (Sw, E) is the topology graph as explained above.
We also use the function cont : Sw → Cont which identifies
the controller associated to each switch, thus determining
its domain: for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and v ∈ Swi , we have
cont(v) = ci .
Virtual Spaces (VSes): we consider the covering of Dev by
the set of Virtual Spaces VS = {V1 , V2 , .., Vf }, with Vi ⊆ Dev
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ f , and ∪li=1 Vi = Dev. Let us define the
function VS(x) = {V ∈ VS | x ∈ V } which assigns to each
device x the set of VSes to which x belongs.
Exchanged Data Packets: two types of packets are exchanged between switches and devices. MAC learning packets
are sent by devices and forwarded by switches, and they
•

contain the device identifier; while ping packets contain the
source and target device identifiers.
These are defined, respectively, as MacPkts = {mac}×Dev
and PingPkts = {ping} × Dev × Dev. These packets will be
written as mac(x) and ping(x, y) respectively, for x, y ∈ Dev.
Exchanged Control Packets: let us define ManPkts =
Dev × {1, .., k} × 2VS a set of packets from the management
plane to the controller plane and ContPkts = {(mani , ci )|i ∈
{1, .., k}}×Dev is the set of packets from the controller plane
to the management plane.
It is noted that MacPkts forwarded by switches to the associated controllers are also part of exchanged control packets.
OpenFlow Rules: controller sends two types of rule updates
to switches.
Rules impacting the forwarding of ping packets are defined
as PingRules = Dev × Dev × (Pts ∪ Sw) where the triple
contains the source and target devices identifiers and the port
or the switch to forward to.
Rules impacting the forwarding of MAC learning packets
are MacRules = Dev × Sw where the pair contains the
identifier of the device that has generated the mac learning
packet, and the switch to forward to.
We let Rules = PingRules ∪ MacRules.
The automata for devices, switch, controller and manager
are denoted as ADev , ASw , ACont and Aman . Detailled formal definitions of the automata together with different SPIN
implementation source codes are provided in a public-access
repository [3].
V. F ORMAL V ERIFICATION
During the following work, we use linear temporal logic
(LTL) [24] to specify different system properties including the
ones that we want to verify. LTL is build over propositional
logic (based on Boolean operators ¬,∨,∧) by adding the
notion of discrete (i.e natural number) timeline and temporal
operators such as the following { , ♦ } just to name the ones
we use here: ψ means ψ is True in all future moments, ♦ψ
means ψ is True in some future moments.
LTL formulas are built over a finite set of propositional
variables referred to as Atomic Propositions (AP) combined
with aforementioned Boolean and temporal operators. Temporal operators can be nested. For instance ♦φ refers to
executions in which at all moments, there is a moment in future
where φ holds; thus, φ holds at infinitely many points in time.
Formula ♦φ refers to executions in which there is a moment
in time after which φ holds at all positions; thus φ becomes
an invariant after a while. We use the finite trace semantics of
LTL [25] without next operators denoted by LTLf \ X.
A. Property Specifications
We verify two important properties of our platform. The first
is a safety property, called as the isolation property. It states
that only devices that belong to a common VS can exchange
ping packets and a device not belonging to a particular VS

cannot eavesdrop ping packets exchanged among that VS
group. This can be expressed in LTL as follows.
V
ping(x, y) 6∈ rpingsy 
x,y∈Dev,
VS(x)∩VS(y)=∅
V
.
Isolation = 
x,y,z∈Dev, ping(x, y) 6∈ rpingsz
z6=y

This LTL formula thus describes the set of executions which
never enter a state where a packet ping(x, y) with VS(x) ∩
VS(y) = ∅ is received, and no device can eavesdrop the packet
which as to be received by different devices.
The second property is called as the connectivity property.
It states that whenever a ping packet is sent to a device that
belongs to a same VS group, the packet is eventually received;
however this property only holds after some point in time, that
is, when the MAC learning algorithm has finished. So the SDN
platform eventually allows a common VS group to exchange
the data packets among themselves. This can be expressed in
LTL as follows:
^
♦ ping(x, y) ∈ spings ∧ 
Connect =
♦ping(x, y) ∈ rpingsy .
x,y∈Dev
VS(x)∩VS(y)6=∅

In our work we consider two scenarios. In the no-mobility
scenario, devices do not change their respective position once
they are connected to an Access-port. In the mobility scenario,
devices can change their position at any time.
The first scenario called as Nomobility can be expressed in
LTL as follows:
^
 (v, p) = pos(x) → 
Nomobility =
(v, p) = pos(x)
x∈Dev,v∈Sw,
p∈Sw∪Pts

in [29]. Our formulas are general LTLf \ X formulas in
the finite trace semantics. However, in our model of the
SDN protocol, all executions eventually stop so that we can
encode all our formulas as safety conditions using the Promela
keyword timeout (which detects the end of an execution).
For completeness, we do provide a proof of this theorem for
general LTLf \ X formulas which can be applied to general
models. This proof can be found together with the detailled
formal automata definitions at [3].
We argue that compositional reasoning is particularly well
adapted for verifying SDN protocols. In fact, SDN platforms
are distributed systems made of well-separated components,
which are the management plane, the controller plane and
the data plane. In order to meet our global specifications of
isolation and connectivity, each plane has to satisfy a certain
property. One of the sources of complexity in verification
comes from the fact that several planes are considered in the
model. Compositional reasoning allows us to verify properties
of each plane separately, and combine these rules to infer the
specification for the global system. We explain the application
of Theorem V.1 in the next section.
To use Theorem V.1 we need to formally state the specifications for each components in LTL. Finding these properties
requires domain knowledge. In fact, one needs to understand
with which intentions the system was designed in order to
write these formulas.
The management plane and control plane should work together
to satisfy the following requirement:
I1 =

1≤i6=j≤k,x,x0 ∈Dev
VS(x)∩VS(x0 )6=∅
v∈Swi ,v 0 ∈Swj
p,p0 ∈Pts

B. Compositional Reasoning
We present here a compositional reasoning methodology
which allows one to model check a system by decomposing
the problem into simpler verification tasks on each of its
components. Such compositional techniques appeared early
in the model checking community [26]–[28]. We also refer
the reader to [29] where existing rules and algorithms are
summarized.
Given an automaton A and LTL formulas φ, ψ, let the triple
hφiAhψi denote A |= φ → ψ. Intuitively, φ represents the
assumption we make on the environment of A, while ψ is
the guarantee that A gives provided that the environment
satisfies φ. We state the main theorem we use as follows.
Theorem V.1. Consider automata A1 , A2 with atomic propositions AP1 , AP2 and alphabets Σ1 , Σ2 , and LTLf \X formulas
φ1 , φ2 , φ3 with Σφ1 ⊆ Σ1 , Σφ2 = Σ1 ∩ Σ2 , and Σφ3 ⊆ Σ2 .
We have the following rule.
hφ1 iA1 hφ2 i
hφ2 iA2 hφ3 i
.
hφ1 iA1 k A2 hφ3 i
Thus, in order to prove hφ1 iA1 k A2 hφ3 i it suffices to find
a formula φ2 and prove the two assertions hφ1 iA1 hφ2 i and
hφ2 iA2 hφ3 i as per the previous theorem.
A proof of this theorem for safety properties can be found

^

 pos(x) = (v, p) ∧ pos(x0 ) = (v 0 , p0 )
∧(rposi (x, rooti ) 6= ⊥) → 
♦Sync(ci , rooti , (x, rootj )) .

The above formula says that whenever devices x and x0 are
respectively connected at switch-port pairs (v, p) and (v 0 , p0 )
in respectively domains i and j, if the root switch of domain i
has received a MAC learning packet originated from device x,
then eventually the root switch will receive a MAC update
rule from the controller to forward MAC packets of device x
towards rootj . This I1 captures the fact that the control plane
sends appropriate MAC rule updates to the root switch of its
domain, thus to the data plane.

I2 =

^
1≤i≤k,x,x0 ∈Dev
VS(x)∩VS(x0 )6=∅
v,v 0 ∈Sw,p,p0 ∈Pts
u∈Swi ,q,q 0 ∈Pts∪Sw

 pos(x) = (v, p) ∧ pos(x0 ) = (v 0 , p0 )
∧(rposi (u, x) = q)
∧(rposi (u, x0 ) = q 0 ) →

♦Sync(ci , u, (x, x0 , q 0 )) .

The above formula states that, given devices x, x0 connected
at (v, p) and (v 0 , p0 ) respectively, if another switch u has
received and forwarded MAC learning packets to the controller
witnessed by (rposi (u, x) = q) ∧ (rposi (u, x0 ) = q 0 ), then a
ping update rule will eventually be sent to switch u to forward
packets ping(x, x0 ) to q 0 . Thus, I2 expresses that the control

plane sends appropriate ping rule updates to all the switches common VS can receive ping packets from each other (i.e.
and thus to the data plane of its domain.
Connect property), and that devices which are not belonging
The above requirements should be satisfied jointly by the man- to this particular VS cannot receive ping packets from the
agement and control planes, that is, we would like to establish group and vice versa, and that a device cannot eavesdrop ping
that htrueiAman k ACont hI1 ∧ I2 i should be true. However, this packets intended for other devices (i.e. Isolation property).
check can still be costly for large topologies. Therefore, we
n domains,
Monolithic Method
CR Method1
CR Method2
apply again Theorem V.1 to check this compositionally.
(X, Y, Z) OVSes
CPU time RAM used
CPU time RAM used
CPU time
RAM used
1, (1, −, −)
0.38s
133MB
0.85s
134MB
1.11s
135MB
We need to introduce another intermediate formula I3 between
1, (2, −, −)
166s
723MB
1.05s
135MB
1.32s
135MB
1, (3, −, −)
6.8s
168MB
7s
168MB
the management plane and controller plane. This captures
1, (4, −, −)
2m 34s
532MB
2m 32.4s
531MB
1, (5, −, −)
39m 33s
5002MB
39m 40s
5002MB
that whenever a management node mani receives information
2, (1, 1, −)
4.07s
145MB
1.66s
135MB
2, (2, 1, −)
9.5s
164MB
4.05s
164MB
about a device’s position from its controller ci , eventually,
2, (3, 1, −)
1m 29s
505MB
1m 10.69s
505MB
2, (2, 2, −)
47.73s
502MB
35.77s
502MB
all management nodes manj forward this information to their
3, (1, 1, 1)
18m 25s
4292MB
4.22s
162MB
3, (1, 1, 2)
36m 11s
6982MB
34.62s
472MB
respective controller cj . Thus, the information about a device
TABLE I
of domain i is eventually shared with the controller of other
M ONOLITHIC VS C OMPOSITIONAL A PPROACHES ( WITH NO - MOBILITY )
domains j.
In order to test these Isolation and Connect properties we
^
 (dinfoi (x) 6= ⊥) →
 create the following set of VSes, VS = { {d1 , d2 }, {d3 }},
I3 =
♦Sync(manj , cj , (x, dinfoi (x), VS(x)))
1≤i≤k,x∈Dev
where {d1 , d2 } is one VS containing devices d1 and d2 and
j∈[1,..,k]
{d3 } the other VS containing a single device d3 . We verify
So we can check the satisfaction of htrueiAman k ACont hI1 ∧I2 i that d3 cannot receive ping packets from devices in {d1 , d2 }
by verifying htrueiAman hI3 i, and hI3 iACont hI1 ∧ I2 i. Complete and vice-versa in order to assert that the SDN platform satisfies
the Isolation property. We also verify that eventually d1 and
description of experimental details are provided in [3].
d2 can receive ping packets of one another to assert that
VI. N O -M OBILITY S CENARIO VALIDATION
the SDN platform satisfies the Connect property. For the
Let us call the Isolation, Connect, and Nomobility men- particular case of no-mobility, the SDN platform satisfies both
tioned in section 4.4 as φI , φC and ψ respectively. Recall the Isolation and Connect properties. To shortly capture the SDN
intermediate formulas I1 , I2 , and I3 We are going to verify that platform architecture we adopt for the rest of the document
the specified SDN platform described in section 3 and modeled the following notations. We denote by n, (X, Y, Z) the set
in section 4 satisfies the Isolation and Connect properties under of topologies with n domains (1 ≤ n ≤ 3 in our case),
the assumption Nomobility.
where (X,Y,Z) refers to the number of OVSes in each domain.
We are going to compare the usage of Compositional Rea- For the single domain with 3, 4, and 5 switches there are
soning (CR) in verifying the SDN platform over monolithic respectively two, four and five possible data plane topologies
approach. Monolithic approach consists in verifying the entire since we restrict to trees. For the case of two domains (n = 2),
system i.e checking whether htrueiAman k ACont k ASw k the possibilities are (2, 1, −), (3, 1, −), and (2, 2, −) in this
ADev hψ → φI ∧ φC i is true or false.
case, there are, respectively, one, two, and one possible data
Compositional rule method 1 (CR method 1) consists in plane topologies. With three domains (n = 3), the possibility
splitting the control plane from the data plane and thus in is (1, 1, 2) in which case there is one possible data plane
verifying separately the two automata: htrueiAman k ACont hI1 ∧ topology . In our experiments, we enumerate all topologies
I2 i, and hI1 ∧ I2 iASw k ADev hψ → φI ∧ φC i. Compositional that match a given template (X, Y, Z) to check exhaustively
rule method 2 (CR method 2) consists in further splitting the all possible scenarios. Therefore, the cases with larger numbers
management plane from the control plane and checking three of topologies take more time to check.
triples: htrueiAman hI3 i, hI3 iACont hI1 ∧I2 i, and hI1 ∧I2 iPD hψ → We ran our experiments on an Intel i7 processor with 13GB
φI ∧ φC i.
of available RAM. Table I compares the monolithic and
The results for the three methods applied to various SDN two compositional approaches, called Method 1 and Method
platform sizes are shown in Table I. For a given size of 2, with respect to CPU time and memory usage on SDN
the SDN platform, we checked all possible SDN constrained topologies of varying sizes.
topologies as mentioned in Section 3 and 4 and for all While the monolithic approach fails to scale above trivial
possible random choices carried by the devices to connect to topologies, compositional methods helped us to complete the
their Access-port positions. This is the main reason for large verification process up to 3 domains in our experiments.
memory usage and CPU time spent as indicated in Table I. Interestingly, the minimum number of domains which allows
Within the Nomobility condition, once the device has selected for a good verification of loop-free split horizon algorithm
its position and has sent its first MAC learning packet, it waits (Cf. section 3) is three. CR method 1 and method 2 provide
for a timeout. After the first timeout, it sends a second MAC the same performance up to 2 domains. When the number of
learning packet and waits for the second timeout. After the domain is 3, CR method 2 gives advantage over the RAM
second timeout, it sends ping packets to all other devices. usage and CPU time. Within CR method 1, for 3 domains,
In this scenario we check that devices which are sharing a much of its CPU and RAM resources are consumed in

checking htrueiAman k ACont hI1 ∧I2 i. Here the majority of CPU
and RAM resources are consumed in checking hI1 ∧ I2 iASw k
ADev hψ → φI ∧ φC i. The sizes of state space produced in the
monolithic method reaches the order of 106 for two switches in
a single domain, while the compositional approaches produce
around 104 states for the same architecture.

which leads to an easier engineering in terms of processing
resources (i.e. for low-cost switches). Such a local controller
can be modeled by an automata as Aloc.Cont .

VII. I SSUE WITH D EVICE M OBILITY
In the previous section, we verify that the studied SDN
platform does satisfy the required specifications, namely the
isolation property and the connectivity property. What if we
allow devices to move freely but still use the data plane service
to exchange packets? Given this freedom, devices can select
their new positions wherever and whenever they want.
This freedom makes the SDN system vulnerable w.r.t. data
isolation property. We identify an error which consists in an
execution violating the isolation property. We can produce
the error simply with our monolithic model checking for one
domain and two switches, that is, htrueiAman k ACont k ASw k
ADev hφI i is violated, where φI the Isolation property.
We find this error by considering VS = {{d1 , d2 }, {d3 }}
and the following mobility scenario: once first MAC learning
packets are exchanged and ping rules are updated, devices d2
and d3 swap their respective Access-port. After the mobility
events, Spin raises an Isolation violation reporting that device
d3 receives a ping packet send by d1 to d2 .
A counter-example trace from Spin reveals that this is a
real-time concurrence between data packets and the related
SDN rule enforcement (i.e. delay for applying SDN rules
for these data packets). Thus, the issue is essentially due to
the transmission delay experienced at the control plane (i.e.
control order transmission latency between the SDN controller
and the OVS).
A. Local Controller Solution
To solve isolation violation, one possible solution consists
in implementing a hierarchical controller architecture with
a new controller embedded together with each switch that
we call as local controller in addition to existing centralized
controller that we call as the central controller. Figure 2
illustrates such a controller hierarchical architecture. The local
controller role simply consists in blocking any outgoing traffic
towards a port (e.g. port 2) when the existing device (e.g.
d2 ) is disconnecting from this port (e.g. a port down status
message sent to controllers). It maintains such a blocking rule
until a new device (e.g. d3 ) is connected to the port and
MAC learning messages from this device are processed by
the central controller and new forwarding rules related to the
new device are received by the switch. In order to ensure new
rules are actually received by the switch, the local controller is
implemented as an OpenFlow proxy between the switch and
the central controller. Moreover, the number of devices the
local controller should deal with is smaller than the one the
central controller is dealing with by the order of magnitude
the number of switches. The variability of control message
rate is to be smaller from the local controller perspective,

Fig. 2. Local Controller Architecture

B. Local Controller Solution Validation
In this section, we verify that the proposed local controller
solution satisfies the Isolation property, i.e htrueiAman k
ACont k ASw k Aloc.Cont k ADev hφI i, where φI is the Isolation
property defined in Section V-A and Aloc.Cont proposed local
controller method specified previously. By using the Theorem
V.1, we check htrueiAman k ACont hI1 ∧ I2 i and hI1 ∧ I2 iASw k
Aloc.Cont k ADev hφI i to prove htrueiAman k ACont k ASw k
Aloc.Cont k ADev hφI i, where I1 and I2 are the intermediate
formula defined in Section V-A. The proposed local controller
does satisfy the required isolation property. We carry out the
experiment for different topologies of the SDN platform. For
each topology, we monitor the computational time and the
memory usage. Table II provides a synthetic view of these
experimental data.
n domains, (X, Y, Z)
Switches

1, (1, −, −)
1, (2, −, −)
1, (3, −, −)
1, (4, −, −)
1, (5, −, −)
2, (1, 1, −)
2, (2, 1, −)
2, (3, 1, −)
2, (2, 2, −)
3, (1, 1, 1)
3, (1, 1, 2)

Compositional reasoning rule
hI1 ∧ I2 iASw k Aloc.Cont k ADev hφI i
htrueiAman k ACont hI1 i and htrueiAman k ACont hI2 i
Total Computation time Maximum RAM memory used
4.8sec
188 MB
8.4sec
224 MB
1min 2sec
448 MB
6min 22sec
982 MB
1hr 5min 8sec
7245 MB
11sec
214 MB
33sec
395 MB
3min 10.3sec
865 MB
96.5sec
848 MB
19min 9.8sec
4291 MB
36min 44.39sec
6981 MB

TABLE II
L OCAL C ONTROLLER P ROPOSAL VALIDATION USING CR METHOD
( MOBILITY SCENARIO )

VIII. C ONCLUSION
In this document we have demonstrated that it is possible to
fully model an SDN architecture including the entire 3 planes,
namely the data plane, the control plane and the management
plane. It is also possible to include device connectivity and
mobility. Although state space can rapidly explode, it is still
possible to validate a complex SDN architecture based on a
minimum representative model of it.
Within this framework, we have shown that compositional
model checking is well-adapted for verifying SDN architectures. It allows one to verify the whole system while

verifying each individual component of it. The decomposition
of an SDN architecture can be performed, as an illustrative
experiment, vertically between planes. This provides more
scalability especially when complexity becomes high.
We have demonstrated that it is possible to verify that users’
intents are correctly enforced on the data plane in the form of
network slices using model checking. There is a need however
to develop an automatic framework to translate high-level
intents to concrete network policies in a generic way.
Finally, we have discussed on the trade off between a
centralized architecture and a more distributed one and have
set up an architecture proposition with regards to network slice
isolation issue related to control message transmission latency.
Indeed, most of SDN architecture advocates for a centralized
controller as this optimizes the interaction with applications
and simplifies the related algorithms. This may lead however
to some important issues such as the network slice isolation
violation revealed in this document. The probability of such an
issue is likely to be exacerbated when operating at high data
rate. A hierarchical architecture such as the one we propose
can solve the issue.
In order to complete this work, we plan to introduce formal
synthesis methods aiming at automatically synthesizing the
local SDN controller algorithm with regards to some set of
safety constraints as tackles in [30]. Other directions are to
abstract the system so that traditional supervisory control
synthesis of reactive systems can be applied [31].
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